Five Nights At Freddy's: Diary Of Mike Schmidt Trilogy: The Ultimate Five Nights At Freddy's Diary Series (Volume 1)
**Synopsis**

Five Nights... Four animatronics... A mystery spanning decades... One man to solve it... Can Mike Schmidt, expert security guard, figure out the dark and horrifying secrets behind Freddy Fazbear's Pizza? Or will he meet a grizzly end at the hands of the animatronics? Read and find out... Diary of Mike Schmidt is the haunting, terrifying and somewhat humorous series. Join Mike, a lone security guard up against a group of murderous animatronics, as he attempts to discover the truth of Freddy Fazbear’s Pizza. The perfect gift for Five Nights at Freddy’s lovers.
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**Customer Reviews**

my son loves it, but it is a little old for him. Recommend 12 and up.

I love the book it's one of my favorite books

My kid loved it she Read the whole book in a day!

The I love sexy furry fandom love between Freddy and Chica. 2 boners up!
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